




























































































• Source of noise and confusion for future direct imaging missions
20
Why	do	we	care?
• Source of noise and confusion for future direct imaging missions
Reduce exozodi by 10x, 
increase yield by ~ 2x
Stark	et	al.,	2014,	2015
Tolerable dust density is 



























































LBT has two 8.4-m 
mirrors mounted on a 
single structure (collecting 
area of a single 11.8-m 
aperture)
High Contrast
The AO system creates 
an image with a Strehl 





of a 22.7-m telescope.
The Large Binocular Telescope
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Sensitivity
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The Large Binocular Telescope
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The observing challengeThe LBT interferometer (LBTI)
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Hi-5 team: Absil, O., Berger, J.-P., Boulet, T., Danchi, W. C., Ertel, S., Gallenne, A., Hénault, F., Hinz, P., Huby, E., Kraus,
S., Labadie, L., Le Bouquin, J.-B., Martin, G., Matter, A., Mérand, A., Mennesson, B., Minardi, S., Monnier, J., Norris,






























































































































































































































































Kammerer and	Quanz 2018a,	Quanz et	al.	2018
• Revised	exoplanet	yield	of	space	nuller (4x	2-m,	with	5	mas	IWA)	based	on	















o Strongexoplanet science	case	(~40	better IWA	than ELT)















• Exoplanet yield based on Kepler stats:
o 207 (R < 6RE) planets observable (V band), 70 (J band), and 38 (H band)
o No significant improvement with contrasts better than 10-10






• Necessary	to	better	planet atmospheric processes and	their evolutionary
histories




diagrams will allow to identify
families of planets and maybe
some anomaly
82
The	observing	challengeAnd	then?	How	to	identify	life?
83 Domagal-Goldman	et	al.	2014
Take	away	messages
Want	to	know	more?
Weinberger	et	al.	(2015):	Sample	selection
Kennedy	 et	al.	(2015):	Modeling
Defrère	et	al.	(2015):	η	Crv
Ertel	et	al.	(2018):	First	survey	results
Ertel	et	al.	(in	prep.):	Full	survey	results
Hinz	et	al.	(in	prep):	β	Leo
More	to	come!
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